
MAKE A SCENE, REELS CONTEST

Event No DRAMA001

Organizing Department Drama Club

Date 21/10/2023 to 28/10/2023 (8 Days)

Time 09:00 AM to 04:30 AM

Event Type Club Activity

Event Level NSC

Meeting Medium

Meeting Link https://www.instagram.com/kpriet_naadakalaya/?igshid=NjIwNzIyMDk2Mg%3D%3D

Total Participants 50

Students - Internal 50

Related SDG

Involved Staffs

Sl Name Role

1 Sudha D Coordinator

Outcome

Entertainment: One of the primary purposes of reels is to entertain the audience. If the performance is engaging, well-executed, and
enjoyable, it can leave a positive impression on the audience.Artistic Expression: Reels provides a platform for artistic expression. Actors
can convey emotions, tell stories, and explore different aspects of the human experience through their performances.Skill Development:
Performing in a drama can help individuals develop a variety of skills. This includes acting abilities, public speaking, memorization,
teamwork, and collaboration with others.Communication: Reels often involves effective communication, both verbal and non-verbal.
Performers learn to convey messages, emotions, and narratives to an audience, enhancing their overall communication skills.Confidence
Building: Successfully performing in front of an audience can boost confidence. Overcoming stage fright and receiving positive feedback
can contribute to increased self-assurance.Cultural and Social Understanding: Some reels explore cultural, social, or historical themes.
Performing or watching these plays can deepen understanding and empathy for different perspectives and experiences.Educational Value:
Many reels are written to convey specific messages or themes. Performing or watching these plays can be educational, providing insights
into literature, history, psychology, or societal issues.Feedback and Critique: Performances often receive feedback from peers, teachers,
or critics. Constructive criticism can be valuable for improvement and growth as a performer.Community Building: Reel performances
often involve a collaborative effort. Participating in a play can foster a sense of community and teamwork among the cast and
crew.Memorable Experiences: The memories created through dramatic performances can be lasting. Participants often remember the
process of creating and performing a play as a significant and memorable part of their lives.

Event Summary

MAKE A SCENE REELS Event ReportDate: 21.10.23-27.10.23Event Summary:The event Make a scene reels event is conducted for the
KPRIET students in order to showcase the talents of the students. The main purpose of reels event is to develop the artistic skills,
confidence and acting performances in the students and to create awareness on some themes. Some reels explore cultural, social, or
historical themes. Performing or watching these plays can deepen understanding and empathy for different perspectives and experiences.
Performing in a drama can help individuals develop a variety of skills. This includes acting abilities, public speaking, memorization,
teamwork, and collaboration with others.Reel performances often involve a collaborative effort. Participating in a play can foster a sense of
community and teamwork among the cast and crew.Participants:50 student participants from KPRIET participated in the eventJudges and
Criteria:The performances are evaluated based on the expression , content and body language.Awards and Recognitions:1st
prize Mohammad Kaja Nawaz -  3rd year EEE2nd prize Kathavarayan - 1st year IT3rd prizeManoj Kumar - 4th year civil
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